
JULY Chapter Books
"The new girl in class
might be named Candy,
but she isn't very sweet.
At least that's what
Amelia Bedelia and her
friends think. But are
they all just barking up
the wrong tree? And
when the new teacher
(a really strict sub)
cancels the class ice
cream party, will Amelia
Bedelia mind her
manners, make a new
friend, and save the
party for everyone?"

A MYSTERIOUS
DOORWAY! (Sure, it’s in
the grossest restaurant
in the world, but that
doesn’t make it any less
mysterious. OK?) Behold!
What lies beyond?! An
evil centipede? An
alternate universe? A
few decent
explanations? VRRRING!
NING! NING! NING!
Hey, was that a
CHAINSAW?! Let’s see if
you can read and run at
the same time... GO! It's
the Bad Guys' next
adventure!

Scarlett Martenson and
her friends are total
zombie fans! With Ross
as the brains, Annie as
the makeup artist, Owen
as the fright master,
and Scarlett as their
leader, the group is
unstoppable as they
terrorize their
unsuspecting neighbors.
But when Granny Z
moves into the creepy,
old, abandoned house at
the bottom of the hill,
things get rotten for the
zombie club. Can
Scarlett find a way to
save herself and her
friends or will things
continue to decay?

On a class field trip,
Henry hopes to dig up a
dinosaur bone with his
lucky shovel.



My sister Thea and my
cousin Trap were not
getting along! When
grandfather found them
arguing over who would
get to join me on a trip
to Brazil, he forced us
all to go together. My
friend Isabela needed
my help finding a
mysterious emerald.
Could Trap and Thea
stop shouting their
snouts off long enough
to help find the stone?

Drake and the other
Dragon Masters go to
the island of Kapua
seeking a Sea Dragon
needed to help stop the
evil wizard Astrid's
dangerous False Life
spell.

"Ancient people from
many different cultures
all looked up and
imagined pictures in the
sky by "drawing" a line
from one star to
another, like a
connect-the-dots puzzle.
These star
pictures--constellations--
represented myths and
legends from the various
cultures that still
fascinate us today.
Author Stephanie Sabol
relates many of the
most popular
constellation stories and
explains what stars
actually are: how they
formed, why they die,
and how they're grouped
into constellation
families"


